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Abstract—End-to-end speech recognition, such as attention
based approaches, is an emerging and attractive topic in recent
years. It has achieved comparable performance with the traditional
speech recognition framework. Because end-to-end approaches
integrate acoustic and linguistic information into one model, the
perturbation in the acoustic level such as acoustic noise, could be
easily propagated to the linguistic level. Thus improving model
robustness in real application environments for these end-to-end
systems is crucial. In this paper, in order to make the attention
based end-to-end model more robust against noises, we formulate
regulation of the objective function with adversarial training examples. Particularly two adversarial regularization techniques, the
fast gradient-sign method and the local distributional smoothness
method, are explored to improve noise robustness. Experiments
on two publicly available Chinese Mandarin corpora, AISHELL1 and AISHELL-2, show that adversarial regularization is an
effective approach to improve robustness against noises for our
attention-based models. Specifically, we obtained 18.4% relative
character error rate (CER) reduction on the AISHELL-1 noisy test
set. Even on the clean test set, we showed 16.7% relative improvement. As the training set increases and covers more environmental
varieties, our proposed methods remain effective despite that the
improvement shrinks. Training on the large AISHELL-2 training
corpus and testing on the various AISHELL-2 test sets, we achieved
7.0%–12.2% relative error rate reduction. To our knowledge, this
is the first successful application of adversarial regularization to
sequence-to-sequence speech recognition systems.
Index Terms—Sequence-to-sequence, attention, adversarial
training, virtual adversarial training, Listen Attend and Spell, cross
entropy.

I. INTRODUCTION
N RECENT years the performance of speech recognition has
been improved dramatically due to successful application of
deep neural networks (DNNs) [1] and tremendous amount of
real-world speech data. The hybrid framework of hidden Markov
model (HMM) and DNN (HMM-DNN) is widely adopted by
most automatic speech recognition (ASR) systems. Although
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this hybrid framework can obtain satisfactory performance, the
building process is pretty complex. In recent years, researchers
tried to simplify the foregoing hybrid HMM-DNN framework
by using end-to-end modeling techniques, which can jointly optimize all components of speech recognition systems, including
acoustic models (AM) and language models (LM). Currently,
two dominated modeling techniques were widely adopted by
end-to-end speech recognition systems: the connectionist temporal classification (CTC) based model [2], [3] and the attention
based model [4], [5] such as the “Listen, Attend and Spell
(LAS)” model. Both approaches regard speech recognition as a
sequence-to-sequence (seq-to-seq) task, which maps the speech
feature sequences to text label sequences. Recent results show
that end-to-end models have achieved comparable performance
as HMM-DNN models in some scenarios [6].
Given the fast development and bright prospect of end-to-end
framework, model robustness should be taken into account for
practical reasons. Although end-to-end modeling techniques
can significantly simplify the model building procedure and
get comparable performance as conventional hybrid systems, it
still suffers performance degradation from noises, accents, etc.,
because these factors could introduce training-testing mismatch.
Different from conventional hybrid systems, end-to-end models
jointly learn acoustic and linguistic information simultaneously.
Therefore, the perturbation in the acoustic level could be easily propagated into the linguistic level. From this perspective,
end-to-end framework is more vulnerable to these mismatches.
So in real-world speech recognition tasks, end-to-end models
are usually less robust and show performance degradation. For
example, when noises exist, the alignment learned form attention mechanism is easily corrupted. Hence improving model
robustness for end-to-end systems has attracted a lot of research
interests recently [7]–[11].
Among these methods, some researchers have begun to apply
adversarial learning to robust end-to-end modeling. Although
the concept of adversarial learning was proposed only in recent
years [12]–[14], especially in the computer vision field, it has
been recently applied to speech processing tasks, including
speech enhancement [15], [16], speech recognition [17]–[19]
and speech synthesis [20], [21]. Generative adversarial network
(GAN) [12] and domain adversarial training (DAT) are commonly adopted in speech recognition. Besides from GAN and
DAT, another interesting concept is adversarial examples, which
was first proposed by Szegedy et al. [22] in image classification
task. The authors found that a formerly correctly classified
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example could be mis-classified by neural network when a very
small perturbation is added to the original example, even the
perturbation is unnoticeable to human. This kind of perturbation
is called “adversarial perturbation”. Many experimental results
showed that even the state-of-the-art deep learning models are
vulnerable to such adversarial examples [23]–[26]. The existence of adversarial examples indicate that there are “blind
spots” in the input space of deep learning models. In other words,
the models are un-smooth because a tiny perturbation in input
space could trigger a drastic change in the output space.
Previous work has focused on improving model robustness
against adversarial test examples [22], [27]. In our recent work
on robust speech recognition [28], we have adopted the idea and
augmented training data with adversarial examples to obtain
more robust DNN-HMM acoustic models against noise interferences instead of adversarial examples only. In contrast to
adversarial training like DAT, where the model is trained to
be invariant to specific phenomena represented in the training
set, the adversarial examples used here are generated automatically based on inputs and model parameters associated with
each mini-batch. In the training stage, we generate adversarial examples dynamically using the fast gradient sign method
(FGSM) [27]. For each mini-batch, after the adversarial examples are obtained, the parameters in the model are updated with
both the original and the adversarial examples. Experiments on
the Aurora-4 and CHiME-4 single-channel tasks have shown
improved robustness against noise and channel variation.
In this paper, we further explore the potential ability of adversarial examples for robust end-to-end speech recognition. Recent
studies have demonstrated that end-to-end speech recognition
models, such as LAS, are vulnerable to adversarial attacks [29]–
[31]. This is because the LAS model, which unifies the acoustic
and language information, predicts words or characters from
the acoustic features directly with a simple decoding schedule
and the perturbation in the acoustic level is easily propagated
to the linguistic outputs, leading to wrong predictions. In this
paper, inspired by adversarial examples, we propose to train the
attention based end-to-end speech recognition models using adversarial regularization. Different from our previous approach
that uses adversarial examples directly for training data augmentation [28], in this paper, we use adversarial examples for
model regularization. Specifically, in adversarial regularization,
the loss function is amended by the loss on adversarial examples,
in addition to the loss on the original data. Explicitly introducing
adversarial examples into the loss function can make model
more robust to minor deviations from the original training data.
Regularization, such as L2 regularization [32], is widely adopted
to avoid overfitting a model to the training data. From Bayesian
viewpoint, the regularization term is closely related to the prior
distribution of the parameters [32]. Another regularization trick
is KL-Divergence (KLD) [33] used for DNN acoustic model
adaptation to alleviate overfitting during adaptation process,
such as speaker adaptation, when available adaptation data is
limited. Different from the previous approaches, in our work,
we propose to train LAS-based end-to-end speech recognition
models using loss functions with adversarial regularization,
which simply regularizes the model’s prediction to be less
sensitive to small perturbations applied to examples. Given a
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normal observed example, adversarial regularization methods
first generate a perturbed version of it, and then enforce the
model predictions on the two examples to be similar. A good
model should be invariant to any small perturbations that do not
change the nature of the example [34].
In this paper, we explore two methods of adversarial regularization. The first is adversarial training (AT) based on the
fast gradient sign method (FGSM). FGSM was an effective
approach to generate adversarial examples proposed by Goodfellow et al. [27]. Given a neural network, a training example and
its target label, FGSM tries to generate an adversarial example
which increases the difference between the given target label
and the network output given the adversarial input. That is, it is
trying to generate an adversarial example that has only a minor
perturbation of the original input, but the current network parameters are blind to it. Note that FGSM needs label information
while generating adversarial examples. The second method is
virtual adversarial training (VAT) based on local-distributionalsmoothness (LDS) [25], aiming at making the model output to be
smooth/invariant with respect to input within a small region. VAT
rewards the smoothness of the model distribution with respect to
the input’s neighborhood space. Unlike AT, the referenced LDS
based VAT does not need label information during generation of
adversarial perturbation.
Both AT and VAT use adversarial examples to add a regularization term in the objective function. Results in [27] and [25]
show that both of them could significantly improve model robustness to adversarial examples in image classification task.
We try both AT and VAT during LAS model training to make
the model output distribution smoother, with respect to input
sequences with minor perturbations. Different from image classification, LAS end-to-end speech recognition task is a sequential mapping task, where the input and output sequences have
different lengths and the mapping has strong context dependency. Instead of generating adversarial perturbation frameby-frame, we generate adversarial perturbation sequence for
the whole utterance. Then we use the adversarial sequence to
compute the regularization term in the objective function. Our
experimental results based on 150-hour AISHELL-1 [35] and
1000-hour AISHELL-2 [36] Chinese Mandarin corpora show
that our algorithms of adversarial regularization on LAS models
can indeed significantly reduce character error rates (CER) for
noisy and clean scenarios.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section II
introduces some prior work on end-to-end based speech recognition. Section III gives a brief review on the “listen, attend
and spell” (LAS) end-to-end speech recognition paradigm.
Section IV explains the basics of FGSM-based AT and the
concept of LDS-based VAT. Section V elaborates how we extend
AT and VAT to LAS models. Experiments and results are shown
in Section VI, followed by concluding remarks in Section VII
at the end.
II. RELATED WORK
In this section, we will briefly introduce the related work
on end-to-end speech recognition and robust acoustic modeling
using adversarial learning.
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A. End-to-End Speech Recognition
Graves et al. first proposed to tackle the problem of speech
recognition using CTC [2] as an end-to-end modeling technique.
Different from the HMM-DNN hybrid framework where the
input and output lengths are the same, end-to-end systems do
not expect input lengths to be identical to output lengths. For
example, the input can be acoustic features, with one input vector
per 10ms, while its CTC output can be a sequence of words,
each of which corresponds to different segments of the input.
CTC utilizes a special blank symbol which can be repeated in
order to force the input sequence and the output sequence equal
in length. The final output is the output sequence with blank
symbols removed, hence achieving the effect that the output
length does not have to be the same as the input length. CTC
provides a simplified and effective end-to-end speech recognition architecture. The output units could be phonemes, characters [37], word pieces [38], or even words themselves. In order
to extend CTC framework and overcome CTC’s disvantages,
Graves et al. proposed RNN transducer [39] to jointly model
both input-output and output-output dependencies.
Another popular end-to-end modeling is the attention-based
model, which originates from the encoder-decoder framework [40] proposed initially for machine translation. For speech
recognition an encoder maps a sequence of acoustic features into
high-level representations. Then it is followed by an attentionbased [4] decoder to map these representations into a sequence
of text labels. An attention mechanism between the encoder and
decoder is used to learn alignment between acoustic representations and output labels. Transformer proposed in [41] is also
a kind of attention based model and Zhou et al. proposed to
do speech recognition task [42] using transformer. Chan et.al.
proposed a model named LAS, which stands for Listen, Attend
and Spell [5]. Recently, LAS showed a superior performance
to a conventional hybrid system [6]. LAS architecture is also
adopted by this paper. Details of LAS modeling will be described
in Section III.
In order to solidify attention-based models, some work tries
to combine CTC with attention [7], [8] to improve model robustness against noisy conditions. Li et al proposed to take advantage
of dialect information explicitly during training[9] to improve
LAS performance in multi-dialect scenarios. For conversational
speech recognition, Weng et al. [43] proposed to improve LAS
models by using input-feeding architecture [44] and sequential
minimum Bayes risk (MBR) training [45]. Karita et al. [10]
tried to take advantage of text data only (without corresponding
audios) using adversarial training, to further improve attention
based models. Guo et al. also proposed an approach to utilizing text-only data, by training a spelling correction model to
explicitly correct recognition errors [46].
B. Robust Acoustic Modeling Using Adversarial Learning
Many adversarial learning techniques, such as GAN, DAT
and adversarial examples, were also developed for robust AM
training [13], [47]. DAT was initially proposed by Ganin et al. to
tackle unsupervised domain adaptation for image classification.
Later the idea was explored for speech recognition, in both

supervised and unsupervised manners. DAT can enhance model
robustness by learning domain-invariant hidden representations
through a gradient reverse operation. The basic idea is similar to
generative adversarial network (GAN) [12]. In speech recognition, DAT can be used to alleviate training-testing mismatch
due to noise- [17], [48], [49], speaker- [18], [50], [51] and
accent- [52], [53] differences. Adversarial examples can be used
to attack speech recognition models, in order for the model to
learn to be more robust. Although adversarial examples were
initially invented for computer vision, researchers have adopted
the methodology to construct audio adversarial examples to
attack speech recognition systems, including end-to-end systems [29], [30], [54]. Our recent study has shown that, instead
of attacking models, augmenting training data with adversarial
examples could also make the acoustic model more robust in
noisy environments [28], [55].
III. LISTEN, ATTEND AND SPELL (LAS)
LAS modeling accepts acoustic features as input and emits
characters as output. Let x = (x1 , x2 , ..., xT ) be the input sequence of acoustic features, such as filter bank features, and
let y = (sos, y1 , y2 , ..., yS , eos) be the output sequence of
characters. sos and eos are the start-of-sentence and end-ofsentence tokens, respectively. LAS models each character yi as
a conditional distribution over the previous characters y1i−1 and
the input feature x using the flowing chain rule:

x) =
x, y1i−1 )
P (yy |x
P (yi |x
i

LAS modeling consists of two modules: the listener and the
speller. The listener is an acoustic encoder, whose key operation
is to “listen” and to transform the original input feature x into a
high level representation h = (h1 , h2 , ..., hT )1 The attentionbased decoder, whose key operation is to “attend and spell
out”, is used to transform h into a probability distribution over
character sequences:
x)
h = Listen(x
x) = AttendAndSpell(h
h, y1i−1 )
P (yi |x
Fig. 1 shows the LAS model we used in this paper. For
the listener, it could be any form of RNN, including LSTM
and BLSTM. In [5], the authors adopted a pyramid BLSTM
(pBLSTM) to reduce time resolution, layer by layer, and to
reduce training time.
A. Attention
For the conventional HMM-DNN speech recognition framework, hard frame-level alignments between acoustic features
and HMM states are often needed. For LAS modeling, the model
learns the soft alignments through attention mechanism.
Specifically for each decoding step i to generate yi , the
attention mechanism creates a context vector ci , using the
high-level representations h and the decoder’s previous hidden
1 The length of the h sequence does not have to be identical to T . But we
t
make it so, as most end-to-end systems do, for simplicity.
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adversarial perturbation mentioned in Section I, making the
output distribution smoother.
In [27] and [25], each data point x has a hard label y. Thus
we first explain how AT and VAT worked with hard alignments.
Then in Section V we will explain how we extend them to LASbased soft alignments in end-to-end speech recognition.
A. Adversarial Examples

Fig. 1. Listen, attend and spell (LAS) modeling: The encoder (listener)
encodes input acoustic feature sequences into high-level representations. The
decoder (speller) generates character sequences. An attention mechanism is used
to generate soft alignments between high-level representations and output labels.

state si−1 . To elaborate, we first calculate the similarity between
the decoder’s current hidden state si−1 and each frame of the
encoder, ht :
eit = w tanh(W si−1 + V ht + b)
where W and V are matrices and w and b are vectors with
appropriate shapes,  represents vector transpose. They are
all model parameters to be trained. eit is a scalar similarity
score. Then softmax is applied to get normalized scores, which
measures the impact of ht to the new output yi (hence a soft
alignment):
exp(eit )
ait = T
j=1 exp(eij )

(1)

Finally, the context vector ci is a weighted linear combination
of the listener representation h :

ci =
ait ht
(2)
t

Notice both ci and ht are vectors.
B. Speller
In Fig. 1, decoder accepts the context vector ci created by
attention and the previously predicted (or ground truth) label
yi−1 as inputs, and outputs the character distribution for the
current step. During training, the ground truth label yi−1 is
fed into the decoder, while during testing the predicted label
is used. That said, one could possibly feed the predicted label
as additional input during training [43], to possibly make the
model more robust.
IV. ADVERSARIAL REGULARIZATION
In this section, we review two adversarial regularization
techniques from prior work, adversarial training (AT) [27] and
virtual adversarial training (VAT) [25]. The essence behind AT
and VAT is the same: seek a “worst” spot around the current
data point, and then optimize the model using this “worst” data
we just found. AT and VAT can make model more robust to

As described in Section I, the goal of adversarial examples is
to disturb well-trained models in order to make them more robust
to small variations in input. We first give a formal definition of
adversarial examples.
A neural network is a parameterized function, f (x; θ ), where
x is the input (usually a multi-dimensional vector) and θ represents the model parameters. A trained model f (x; θ ) is used to
predict label y corresponding to input x. An adversarial example
related to data point x can be constructed as
x̂ = x + δ

(3)

so that
y = f (x̂; θ )
where
δ  x

(4)

and δ is called the adversarial perturbation. Given a well-trained
model, if we can generate adversarial examples and “fool” the
model easily, it means the model output is un-smooth (un-robust)
with respect to the input. Once obtaining the adversarial examples, we can penalize the model’s sensitivity with respect to the
perturbation in the adversarial direction.
B. Adversarial Training (AT)
In order to generate adversarial examples efficiently, Goodfellow et al. [27] proposed a gradient-based approach, named fast
gradient-sign method (FGSM). During model training, given
input x and corresponding label y, model parameters θ are
trained to minimize the objective function J(x, y; θ ) by using
optimization methods such as the stochastic gradient descent
(SGD) method. Cross entropy is often used as J(x, y; θ ) for
classification tasks. The objection function serves as a cost
measure, and the optimization goal is to minimize the cost.
According to the definition of adversarial examples, our goal
is to generate a new example x̂ (≈ x) which increases the value
of the cost function J(x̂, y; θ ). FGSM provides a method to
generate adversarial perturbation:
δF =  sign(∇x J(x, y; θ ))

(5)

where  is a small constant. Notice the derivative is taken with
respect to the input x. Only the direction of the gradient (sign)
is used here because it would be easy to satisfy the constraint of
Eq. (4). Then the adversarial example can be constructed using
Eq. (3).
Fig. 2 illustrates the generation of FGSM-based adversarial
examples. This is considered as a supervised generation, because
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Because δV in Eq. (8) is the direction to which the model
distribution p(x, θ ) is the most sensitive, the smaller the value
of Δ(δV , x, θ ) is, the smoother the p(x, θ ) distribution is at x.
Miyato et al. [24], [25] gave an iterative method to estimate
δV . Because Δ(δV , x, θ ) equals to 0 at δ = 0, the differentiability assumption means ∇δ Δ(δ, x, θ ) |δ=0 is zero. Therefore, we
can take the second-order Taylor approximation as
1 T
δ H(x, θ)δ
(11)
2
where H(x, θ) is a Hessian matrix defined by H(x, θ) =
∇∇δ Δ(δ, x, θ ) |δ=0 . Under this approximation, δV emerges
as the first dominant eigenvector u(x, θ) of Hessian matrix
H(x, θ), of magnitude ,
Δ(δ, x, θ ) ≈

Fig. 2. Generation of adversarial examples via FGSM. It climbs up against
the gradient to find adversarial examples.

δV ≈ arg max {δ T H(x, θ)δ where δ2 ≤ }
δ

it needs the true label y. After we generate an adversarial example, the neural network can then be trained using a regularized
objective function:
JAT (x, y; θ ) = J(x, y; θ ) + αJ(x̂, y; θ )

(6)

where α > 0. Training the neural network with this objective
function is called the adversarial training (AT).
C. Virtual Adversarial Training (VAT)
Given the fact that images and time series occurring in nature
tend to be smooth with respect to time, a robust neural network
should also be smooth with respect to the input. Miyato et al.
[25] proposed a concept named local distribution smoothness
(LDS), which rewards the smoothness of the model distribution
with respect to the input around every training data point. LDS is
defined as the sensitivity of the model distribution p(x, θ ) with
respect to the perturbation of x, measured in the sense of KL
divergence. The formal definition of LDS is as follows:

(12)

= u(x, θ)
where u returns a unit vector of u. The eigenvectors of H(x, θ)
require O(I 3 ) computational time, which becomes unfeasibly
large for high dimensional input space, where I is the dimensional of input. Therefore, power iteration method [56] and finite
difference method are applied to approximate δV , which leads
to an iterative estimation method. Starting from a random unit
vector d, as long as d is not perpendicular to the dominant
eigenvector u(x, θ), the iterative calculation of
d ← H(x, θ)d
will make d converge to u(x, θ). H(x, θ)d can be approximated
by finite difference without the direct computation of H(x, θ):
H(x, θ)d ≈
=

∇δ Δ(δ, x, θ ) |δ=ξd − ∇δ Δ(δ, x, θ ) |δ=0
ξ
∇δ Δ(δ, x, θ ) |δ=ξd
ξ

Δ(δ, x, θ ) = KL[ p(x, θ )p(x + δ, θ )]

(7)

with ξ = 0. Finally, d can be approximated with the repeated
application of the following update rule:

δV = arg max {Δ(δ, x, θ ) where δ2 ≤ }

(8)

d ← ∇δ Δ(δ, x, θ ) |δ=ξd

δ

where Δ(δ, x, θ ) is the KL divergence between the model distributions before and after δ perturbation.  is a small positive
constant and δV is called the “virtual adversarial” perturbation
for data x. It is a small perturbation, but it gives you the biggest
different output distribution in the neighborhood of x. LDS is
simply the negative of KL divergence:
LDS(x, θ ) = −Δ(δV , x, θ )

(9)

The smaller the KL divergence is, the smoother the local neighborhood is (bigger LDS).
The goal is to improve the smoothness of the model in the
neighborhood of all the observed inputs. Therefore the regularized objective function becomes:
JVAT (x, y; θ ) = J(x, y; θ ) − αLDS(x, θ )
where α > 0.

(10)

and δV could be obtained after using the estimated d
δV = d

(13)

The algorithm is depicted in Algorithm 1, where Iters=1 usually
can get a good result in practice.
Training model using Eq. 10 as the objective function is
called “virtual adversarial training” (VAT). Notice unlike AT,
the label y is not needed while generating x̂, nor computing the
regularization term in JVAT .
D. AT vs. VAT
AT and VAT are similar in many ways. First, both of them
attempt to make the model more robust against adversarial
perturbation by adding an adversarial regularization term into
the loss function. Second, the regularization term is related to the
“worst input” around the current training example. Making the
model work better in the “worst case” could definitely increase
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Algorithm 1: Iterative Estimation of δV for Input x.
1: Initialize a random unit vector d in input space
2: for (i = 0; i < Iters; i++) do
3:
d ← ∇δ Δ(δ, x, θ ) |δ=ξd
4: end for
5: δV =  d
6: return δV
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regularized objective function as follows, for AT:



x , yi ; θ )
J(x
δF (xt ) =  sign ∇xt

(14)

i

x̂t = xt + δF (xt )
x = (x̂1 x̂2 ... x̂T )
x̂

x, y ; θ ) =
x, yi ; θ ) + αJ(x̂
x, yi ; θ ))
(J(x
JAT (x

(15)

i

model robustness. Finally they both take advantage of the local
input-output relationship to smooth model output distributions
in a small neighborhood.
The main differences are on how adversarial perturbation δ is
generated and how to use the generated adversarial examples.
In AT, the adversarial perturbation is generated in a supervised
way using FGSM, and it tries to minimize the distance between
the model prediction given x̂ and the ground-truth label. It does
not measure the local smoothness. On the other hand, VAT does
not know and does not care what the ground-truth label is. It just
tries to smooth out the neighborhood. Hence the term “virtual”
is used. Generating perturbation δV does not need ground truth.

x is the same as x , and they both
Notice that the length of x̂
generate the same output sequence y . The error signals in
Eq. 15 are accumulated across all output steps yi for x , and
x, and further accumulated for an
then all output steps for x̂
entire mini-batch. Finally model parameters are updated per
mini-batch. Note that Eq. 15 is similar to the previous adversarial
example based data augmentation approach in [28], in which for
x, yi ; θ ) first,
every mini-batch, the model was trained using J(x
and then Eq. 14 was used to generate δF and the model was
x, yi ; θ ). Similar to hard-alignment AT,
trained again using J(x̂
we also require the ground truth y for LAS models to calculate
adversarial perturbation.
B. Finding Virtual Adversarial Perturbation for LAS Modeling

V. ADVERSARIAL REGULARIZATION FOR LAS
Similar to other end-to-end speech recognition framework,
LAS models acoustic and linguistic information simultaneously.
Hence environmental noises could be more easily propagated to
the model output than non end-to-end systems. Furthermore the
model’s current output distribution depends on previous outputs
strongly. So the errors in previous outputs could also mislead the
current output. Compared with conventional hybrid approaches,
LAS could very likely suffer from the input-output un-smooth issue more seriously. Although there is a lot of work which focuses
on improving LAS model robustness as mentioned in Section I,
no work has tried to improve LAS from the viewpoint of model
smoothness using adversarial training, to our knowledge. This
paper attempts to understand if adversarial training could make
LAS models more invariant to small variations in input.
In Section IV, AT and VAT are introduced given frameby-frame hard alignment. In sequence-to-sequence modeling
such as speech-to-text transcription, input x = (x1 x2 ... xT )
and output y = (sosy1 y2 ... yS eos) are both sequences and
often of different lengths. Here we elaborate how we extend AT
and VAT to sequence based training. Our goal is to generate a
x = (x̂1 x̂2 ... x̂T ), given x . Notice
perturbed input sequence x̂
our perturbed sequence has the same length as the original input
sequence.

For VAT, we can not apply Algorithm 1 directly to our
LAS model because LAS is a sequence-to-sequence model.
We need to calculate the optimal perturbation sequence δ V =
(δ1∗ δ2∗ ... δT∗ ) for an input sequence of length T . Algorithm 2
modifies Algorithm 1 to generate virtual adversarial perturbation
for sequence-to-sequence models. Note that at Step 4 and 5 of
Algorithm 2, the length of P and Q is S + 1 because eos is
considered (yS+1 = eos).
After generating virtual adversarial perturbation, δ V =
(δ1∗ δ2∗ ...δT∗ ), the LDS for each output step yi is the negative of
the KL divergence between the output distribution (p∗i ) at output
step i given the original input sequence, and the output distribution (qi∗ ) at output step i given the perturbed input sequence
x = (x1 + δ1∗ , x2 + δ2∗ , ..., xT + δT∗ ), as indicated by Eq. 16:
x̂
x, θ ) = −KL [ p∗i qi∗ ].
LDSi (x

(16)

The loss function at output step i is then
x, yi ; θ ) = J(x
x, yi ; θ ) − α LDSi (x
x, θ ).
JVAT (x

(17)

x is the same
Similar to the FGSM-based AT, the length of x̂
x, x̂
as x . The loss in Eq. 17 is accumulated across (x
x̂) per batch,
and then model parameters are updated.
Unlike hard-alignment VAT, we now do need ground truth y
at Step 5 of Algorithm 2 to generate adversarial perturbations.
C. Training LAS Models With Adversarial Regularization

A. Finding FGSM-Based Adversarial Perturbation for
LAS Modeling
For FGSM-based adversarial perturbation given one training
utterance x , all gradients back propagated from all output steps
y are accumulated. After eos is output, we finally generate
x = (xˆ1 xˆ2 ... xˆT ) and compute the
the adversarial example x̂

Algorithm 3 outlines LAS model training, integrated with
adversarial regularization. For every mini-batch training, we
need to feed the data into the neural network first. For the first N
epochs, only cross-entropy loss with the original data is used, in
order to get a reliable model for generating adversarial examples
later. For both AT and VAT, they need a relatively
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Algorithm 2: Iterative Estimation of δ V for LAS Models,
Given Input Sequence x = (x1 x2 ... xT ) and Output Sequence y = (sosy1 y2 ... yS , eos).
1: Initialize a random unit vector sequence
d = (d1 d2 ... dT ) in input space, where
dt 2 = 1 ∀t = 1..T
2: δ = (δ1 δ2 ... δT ) = ξdd = (ξd1 ξd2 ... ξdT )
3: for (i = 0; i < Iters; i++) do
4:
Feed x into LAS model and force output sequence
y . Denote the output distribution at each output step
i as pi and P = (p1 p2 ... pS pS+1 ).
x = (x1 + δ1 , x2 + δ2 , ..., xT + δT ) into LAS
5:
Feed x̂
model and force output sequence y as well. Denote
the output distribution at each output step i as qi
and Q = (q1 q2 ... qS qS+1 ).

6:
Δ(δδ , x , θ ) = S+1
i=1 KL [ pi qi ]
7:
dt ← ∇δt Δ(δδ , x , θ ) |δt =ξdt , ∀t = 1...T
8:
d = (d1 d2 ... dT )
9:
δ = ξdd
10: end for
11: δ V = (δ1∗ δ2∗ ... δT∗ ) = dd
12: return δ V

reliable model to calculate gradients with respect to input data,
regardless of using hard alignments in [27] and [25], or using
soft alignments in LAS models. Furthermore, because AT and
VAT can introduce extra computational cost, training model only
using the CE loss at the first N epochs can reduce training
time without performance degradation. On the other hand, this
strategy can also provide a well-trained initial model for AT and
VAT training. In our experiments, we found that the choice of
N was not crucial for the final results.
We also introduce an adversarial probability pa during AT
and VAT training, which is used to control the proportion of
training data used for AT and VAT. In Algorithm 3, random()
returns a random float number in range [0,1). When pa < 1, AT
or VAT is randomly applied to the training data. When pa =
1, all training data will be used for AT or VAT. For AT and
VAT, the main extra computational cost comes from adversarial
perturbation calculation. For FGSM-based AT, only one extra
back-propagation is needed to calculate δF in Eq. 14. For LDSbased VAT, one forward propagation is needed to calculate Q in
line 5, Algorithm 2 and one back propagation is needed for dt
calculation in line 7, Algorithm 2. In summary, it needs no more
than three pairs of forward and back propagation operations for
VAT and more details can be found in [25].

D. Comparison With Data Augmentation Using Adversarial
Examples
Training augmentation using adversarial examples was first
proposed in our recent study [28] for DNN-HMM acoustic
model training, which can be briefly summarized as follows:

Algorithm 3: Training LAS Models Using AT or VAT.
1: Initialize model parameters θ , let epoch=0
2: Given hyper parameters
•  for Eq. (14) and Algorithm 2 Line 11.
• α for Eq. (15) and (17)
• Iters and ξ for Algorithm 2
• pa , adversarial probability
• N ≥ 1, starting epoch number for AT or VAT
xk , y k }Ik=1
3: Prepare training data {x
4: while not converge do
xm , y m }M
5:
Get a mini-batch training data B = {x
m=1
6:
Forward propagate the network using data B
7:
if epoch > N && use AT && random() < pa then
8:
Generate B̂ using Eq. (14) from B
9:
Train θ using Eq. (15) with B ∪ B̂
10:
else if epoch > N && use VAT && random() < pa
then
11:
Generate B̂ using Algorithm 2 from B
12:
Train θ using Eq. (17) with B ∪ B̂
13:
else
14:
Train θ using cross-entropy (CE) loss with B
15:
end if
16:
epoch = epoch + 1
17: end while
18: return θ

r Train the model using a mini-batch of training data, B,
using CE loss function and back propagation;

r Freeze model parameters and generate a batch of adversarial examples, B̂ using FGSM or LDS;

r Resume the training using the generated adversarial examples and CE loss function.
Similar to Algorithm 3, at the first N epochs, the model is
trained on the original data only. Starting from Epoch N + 1,
the data augmentation strategy trains on B followed by B̂ for
each batch, always using CE as the objective function.
In [28], we only tried FGSM-based training augmentation.
In the experiments in Section VI, LDS-based training augmentation is also studied as a comparison. Actually, FGSM-based
augmentation and FGSM-based regularization are similar in
x, yi ; θ ) in Eq. 15 are
x, yi ; θ ) and J(x̂
nature because both J(x
CE loss function between neural network’s output and target;
the only difference lies in the training strategies. Comparing
with data augmentation (first generate data, and the train the
model), regularization technique generates the data and training
the model simultaneously.
As a contrast, LDS-based regularization is apparently different from the augmentation idea. Although both LDS-based
augmentation and regularization use Algorithm 2 to find the
perturbation δ V , the regularization approach explicitly considers
LDS as part of the loss function to improve model smoothness
in Eq. 17, instead of using the CE loss function to measure
the distribution difference between the perturbed output and the
ground truth target.
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TABLE I
AISHELL-1 MANDARIN SPEECH CORPUS. HF REPRESENTS
HIGH-FIDELITY RECORDING

TABLE II
AISHELL-2 MANDARIN SPEECH CORPUS. IP=IPHONE, AP = ANDROID PHONE
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more robust, a widely adopted approach is to simulate noisy
training data using clean speech and extra noises. In this work,
because we mainly focus on noise robust speech recognition, we
also simulate noisy training and test data sets. Musan [57] corpus
is used as our noise data source. It consists of music, speech,
and noises, in total about 109 hours. For every utterance, we
randomly choose a noise file from Musan corpus with an SNR
value randomly from {5, 10, 15, 20} db. We construct noisy
training sets based on AISHELL-1 and AISHELL-2 using this
strategy, which are then used to train LAS models in this work.
However for dev and test sets, we report error rates on both
clean and noisy data sets. We will see even on clean test data,
out proposed methods can also increase the robustness of the
model.

VI. EXPERIMENTS
A. Datasets
Our experiments are conducted based on two Mandarin Chinese corpora: AISHELL-1 and AISHELL-2. Both of them
are public available and one can access and download them
online.2,3 The two corpora were originally recorded in quiet
environments. In order to test model robustness to noises, we
further add noises to all data sets, by ranging signal-to-noise
(SNR) between 5 db and 20 db.
1) AISHELL-1: AISHELL-1 were recorded via a highfidelity (HF) microphone, an android phone (aP) and an iPhone
(iP), but only high-fidelity data was released. The recorded
audio was re-sampled into 16 kHz and 16-bit WAV format.
400 speakers participated in the recording. The text transcriptions are chosen from 11 domains, including finance, science
and technology, sports, entertainment and so on. The training
set contains 120,098 utterances from 340 speakers, for a total
of 150 hours; the development set contains 14,326 utterances
from 40 speakers, for a total of 10 hours; the test set contains
7,176 utterances from 20 speakers, for a total of 5 hours. Table I
summarizes AISHELL-1. More details can be found in [35].
2) AISHELL-2: For AISHELL-2, the recording devices are
the same as AISHELL-1. For the training data, only iPhone
recording was released. There are 1991 speakers participated in
the recording. The recording environments include a recording
studio and a living room with natural reverberation without
extra noises. The text transcriptions cover 12 domains, including
keywords, voice commands, points of interest, entertainment,
finance, free speaking without specific topics, etc. The training
set contains 1000-hour iPhone recorded utterances; the development set consists of data from 3 acoustic channels: iPhone,
android phone and high-fidelity microphone, with 2500 utterances per channel from 5 speakers; the test set also contains
3 acoustic channels, with 5000 utterances per channel from
10 speakers. Table II summarizes AISHELL-2 corpus. Compared with AISHELL-1, AISHELL-2 covers more topics and
speaker diversities and it is a more practical Mandarin Chinese
corpus.
3) Noisy Data Simulation: AISHELL-1 and AISHELL-2
were recorded in clean environments. In order to make model
2 http://www.aishelltech.com/kysjcp
3 http://www.aishelltech.com/aishell_2

B. LAS Model Details
We adopt a relative simple network structure. For the encoder,
2-layer BLSTM is used. There are 256 LSTM units in each
direction of each layer. For the decoder, one LSTM layer with
512 units is used. Several effective training strategies are adopted
during model training:
r Input-feeding [43] is used. It has been proven to be effective
in improving LAS model performance.
r Dropout rate of 0.1 is applied to avoid overfitting.
r Small noises are added to model weights to further avoid
overfitting.
r Schedule sampling [58] is adopted to alleviate trainingtesting mismatch.
r SpecAugment [59] from Google is applied to model training. We found that SpecAugment can give at most 2%
absolute CER reduction in our experiments, thus leading
to a strong LAS baseline for comparison.
As for SpecAugment, we adopt the time and frequency masking strategies proposed in [59]. Specifically, for every training
utterance, time or/and frequency masking is applied to the original fbank feature. Only masked features are used to train the
model as suggested in [59]. Thus SpecAugment will not increase
the amount of training data.
Our acoustic feature is 80-dim filter banks with delta and
delta-delta, for a total of 240 dimensions per input frame. Our
output units are Chinese characters. For AISHELL-1 experiments, 4223 frequently-used characters with three extra tokens
sos, eos and unk are used. For AISHELL-2 experiments,
5257 characters are modeled. During decoding, beam search
without any extra language model is used.
C. Experimental Results
In this section, we will show our results on AISHELL-1 and
AISHELL-2. As a contrast, apart from the adversarial regularization methods, we also report the results of adversarial data
augmentation proposed by our previous work [28]. Experimental
results show that adversarial regularization is more effective than
adversarial augmentation for LAS modeling.
There are several hyper-parameters needed to be tuned, such
as  and α. We use the development sets to tune these hyperparameters and the best hyper-parameters are then applied to
the test sets directly. In all of our VAT experiments, we set
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TABLE III
SPEECH RECOGNITION RESULTS ON THE AISHELL-1 DEV SETS WITH DATA
AUGMENTATION: ADVERSARIAL EXAMPLES ARE GENERATED VIA
RANDOM PERTURBATION, FGSM-BASED PERTURBATION AND
LDS-BASED PERTURBATION

TABLE V
SPEECH RECOGNITION RESULTS ON AISHELL-1 DEVELOPMENT SETS USING
ADVERSARIAL REGULARIZATION

TABLE IV
SPEECH RECOGNITION RESULTS ON AISHELL-1 TEST SETS USING
ADVERSARIAL DATA AUGMENTATION. THE HYPER-PARAMETERS ARE
SELECTED BASED ON THE TUNING ON THE DEVELOPMENT SETS

TABLE VI
SPEECH RECOGNITION RESULTS ON AISHELL-1 TEST SETS USING
ADVERSARIAL REGULARIZATION. THE HYPER-PARAMETERS ARE SELECTED
BASED ON THE TUNING ON DEVELOPMENT SETS

ξ = 10 [25] and Iters=1. In addition, in order to verify our
proposed adversarial perturbation is more effective than random
perturbation, we also conduct experiments based on random
perturbation. Specifically, instead of generating perturbation
using FGSM in Eq. (14) for AT or LDS in Algorithm 2 for
VAT, in random
case, we use a random unit vector to replace

x, yi ; θ )) in Eq. (14) and dt in Algorithm 2.
sign(∇xt i J(x
1) Data Augmentation Using Adversarial Examples: As
mentioned in Section V-D, data augmentation using adversarial
is closely related to this work. Thus we conduct experiments
using augmentation strategy as well. To assess the utility of data
augmentation using adversarial examples, we also compare with
data augmentation using small random perturbation instead of
adversarial perturbation. These data augmentation methods are
denoted as FGSM-AUG, LDS-AUG, and RAND-AUG respectively. They all use double amount of the original training data
for training when pa = 1.
Table III shows the results on the AISHELL-1 development
sets with different hyper-parameter combinations. We have tried
many hyper-parameter combinations and we are reporting only
the representative results in this table. Note that there are two
baseline models in Table III, which are Baseline (Clean) and
Baseline (Noisy). Both baseline models are trained using cross
entropy loss function and without any augmentation nor regularization technique. Baseline (Clean) is trained using clean
training data and Baseline (Noisy) is trained using simulated
noisy training data. The performance of Baseline (Clean) on
noisy dev set is pretty bad. Therefore our remaining models are
trained using the simulated noisy training data exclusively. Table IV shows the results on the AISHELL-1 test sets with the best
hyper-parameter combination tuned on the dev set. Compared
with RAND-AUG and LDS-AUG, FGSM-AUG gives much
more improvements on both dev and test sets. We believe that

in the data augmentation manner, Algorithm 2 with Iters = 1
can not generate sufficient adversarial perturbations.
2) Adversarial Regularization: Table V shows results on
AISHELL-1 development sets using adversarial regularization,
where the adversarial examples are generated randomly, based
on FGSM, or based on LDS. First, we notice that random perturbation based regularization makes the model slightly worse
than the noisy baseline model, which indicates that random
perturbation fails to make the model more smooth. Compared
to adversarial perturbation based regularization that targets to
the weak point of current model, random perturbation does not
make use of any model- or data-specific knowledge and the
perturbation is somewhat un-targeted. Thus such kind of regularization can not regularize the model effectively. FGSM-REG is
just marginally better than FGSM-AUG in Table III. LDS-REG
is the most effective way among all these approaches, giving
17.2% and 18.1% relative CER reduction on clean and noisy
development sets respectively. When augmentation strategy is
adopted, for every mini-batch training data, model parameters
need to be updated twice. In contrast, when the regularization
strategy is used, because the loss generated by adversarial examples is used as a regularization term in the loss function
(Eq. (15) and Eq. (17)), model parameters only need to be
updated once for every mini-batch data, increasing training
efficiency.
Table VI shows the results on AISHELL-1 test sets with
the best hyper-parameter combination. LDS-REG gives 16.7%
and 18.0% relative CER reduction on clean and noisy test sets
respectively. Similar in nature as we mentioned in Section V-D,
both FGSM-AUG and FGSM-REG obtain similar gains. On
the contrast, LDS-REG is superior than LDS-AUG, indicating
that explicitly introducing LDS into the loss function is more
effective.
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TABLE VII
SPEECH RECOGNITION RESULTS ON AISHELL-2 TEST SETS USING ADVERSARIAL DATA AUGMENTATION AND ADVERSARIAL REGULARIZATION

Fig. 3. Visualization of attention scores on two utterances from the noisy AISHELL-1 test set. (a) and (c) are by the AISHELL-1 Baseline (Noisy) model, while
(b) and (d) are by the AISHELL-1 LDS-REG model. The bottom part shows the reference transcriptions and recognized hypotheses by the two models. Red
underlined characters indicate recognition errors.

Fig. 4. CER and relative improvement of Baseline (Noisy) and LDS-REG
models on AISHELL-1 noisy dev set under various SNRs.

3) Results on AISHELL-2: AISHELL-1 only has 150 hours
of training data. We expand our experiments to a bigger data set,
which is AISHELL-2. As mentioned previously, AISHELL-2
has about 1000 hours training data and covers many more
topics than AISHELL-1. Furthermore, AISHELL-2 also provides three test sets with different microphone channels, while
the released training data was recorded by iPhone exclusively.
AISHELL-2 is a more general and practical corpus. The results
on AISHELL-2 test sets are shown in Table VII. Note that training on 1000-hour AISHELL-2 is time-consuming so we used
the best hyper-parameter combinations from the AISHELL-1
experiments directly on this large corpus. Furthermore, for
AISHELL-2 experiments, parallel training with bigger minibatch, i.e., 120 utterances per mini-batch (4 GPUs, 30 utterances
per GPU) is used to accelerate training. We find that the LAS
model can converge much better with a bigger mini-batch.
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Some recognized results of clean and corresponding noisy utterances on Baseline (Noisy) and LDS-RED models respectively from AISHELL-1 dev set.

Table VII indicates that the contribution of FGSM-REG and
LDS-REG shrinks as the amount of training data increases.
With a bigger training set, the variety of data increases and
hence model robustness and smoothness get improved as well.
FGSM-AUG and FGSM-REG give similar and minor improvements, while LDS-REG is still the most effective approach to
improving model’s robustness on bigger corpus, with relative
7.0-12.2% CER reduction. The last row in Table VII shows
the Chain-TDNN results on three clean test sets recently reported in [36]. We can see that as compared with the popular
Chain-TDNN model, our LDS-REG trained end-to-end model
can achieve comparable and even better results (on HF Clean
test set) without using any extra language model.

(5 db) test set, which indicates that our proposed adversarial
regularization approach can enhance model’s robustness to noise
interferences. Even on the clean test set, our proposed LDS-REG
approach can still achieve 15.0% relative improvement.
Fig. 5 shows some recognized results of clean utterances and
the noisy counterpart on Baseline (Noisy) and LDS-RED models
respectively from AISHELL-1 dev set. From these examples, we
can easily find that the Baseline model performs well under clean
condition while poorly under noisy condition. Our proposed
LDS-REG model is much more robust to noise and performs
well even under noisy condition.

D. Analysis

This paper modified two adversarial regularization techniques
for attention based end-to-end speech recognition systems. We
elaborated how to generate adversarial training examples for
LAS models, with FGSM-based AT and LDS-based VAT techniques. Comparing with adversarial data augmentation, adversarial regularization in the objective function is far more powerful in improving model robustness. Experimental results on
two Mandarin corpora showed up to 18.0% and 12.2% relative
character error rate reduction on AISHELL-1 and AISHELL-2
noisy test sets. Other testing conditions indicated similar improvements. Training with adversarial regularization could also
improve the alignments between acoustic features and output
characters.

The above results show the effectiveness of adversarial regularization for LAS model training. We visualize the attention
scores ait (Eq. 1) in Fig. 3. In Fig. 3, the left two figures ((a), (c))
are learned attention alignments from the AISHELL-1 “Baseline
(Noisy)” model. The alignments from the Baseline model are
discontinuous and fuzzy in the highlighted regions. The right
two figures ((b), (d)) are the corresponding attention alignments
from the AISHELL-1 LDS-REG model. It is obvious that the
alignments learned from LDS-REG are more continuous and
unambiguous. As we know, alignment learned from the attention
layer is crucial for LAS modeling, as it represents the correlation
between text characters and acoustic features. A better model
should learn better alignment from training data.
Fig. 3 also shows the recognized hypotheses by the Baseline
vs. the LDS-REG model. Red characters indicate recognition
errors. Due to the error propagation of LAS model we have
mentioned in Section I, there are many continuous substitution
errors in the recognized results, such as Utt2 in Fig. 3. The
LDS-REG model performs much better than the Baseline, which
is consistent with the quality of learned attention scores.
Fig. 4 shows CER and relative improvement of Baseline
(Noisy) and LDS-REG models on AISHELL-1 noisy dev set
under various SNRs. From Fig. 4 we can find that the relative
improvement is inversely proportional to the SNR roughly. LDSREG can obtain 17.7% relative improvements on the most noisy

VII. CONCLUSION
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